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2017: From Soils to Storms, and IO to AVs
It was a busy year for the Residential and Civil Construction
Alliance of Ontario (RCCAO), with report topics ranging from
managing excess soils and excessive stormwater, to proposing
improvements to Infrastructure Ontario and preparing the
province for vehicle automation.
SOILS: This report by environmental lawyer Frank Zechner
concluded that Ontario’s robust construction activity generated
enough excess soil in one year to fill 16 Rogers Centres in
Toronto. Zechner estimated that 25.8 million cubic metres of
excess construction soil was produced in 2015 from municipal
infrastructure, residential and ICI projects. Zechner pointed out
that the province does not track or collect data on excess soil
volumes: “This research helps to fill that void.”
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STORMS: Stormwater infrastructure in Ontario is in poor
condition and under tremendous strain – that’s why RCCAO
teamed up with the Ontario Society of Professional Engineers
and the Ontario Sewer and Watermain Construction Association
for this report. It found that resources and funding are scarce
for asset-management planning in municipalities across Ontario,
and that an estimated $1.2 billion would be needed to replace
stormwater infrastructure in six focus municipalities alone
(populations from 50,000 to 500,000).
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INFRASTRUCTURE ONTARIO: Former Ontario deputy
minister Michael Fenn’s research demonstrated the value of
public-private partnerships in the delivery of infrastructure. But
to achieve a repeat of the post-war Golden Age of infrastructure,
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with over $200 billion now pledged by governments, Fenn
argued for better infrastructure planning and project selection –
with more innovation and more opportunity for Ontario firms
and municipalities to participate.
AUTOMATED VEHICLES: If you thought Uber was a
disruptor, wait until automated vehicles (AVs) and smartphone
apps for “mobility on demand” begin to eat into taxi and public
bus services in the early 2020s, then begin to shake up car
ownership in the late 2020s, says a report by systems engineer
and futurist Bern Grush. Improvements in vehicle automation,
combined with a sharing economy, will vastly expand the robotaxi and micro-transit juggernaut being readied by providers such
as Uber, Lyft and Google for Ontario’s cities and towns.
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In addition to these reports, the quote below is from the
Ontario Ministry of Infrastructure’s long-term strategic plan
released in November.

“Projects that may have the potential for bundling
include bridges, roads and other facilities. For example,
a recent study conducted in the County of Wellington
by the Residential and Civil Construction Alliance of
Ontario and Ontario Good Roads Association … found
that there was potential for municipalities to bundle
bridge projects through an AFP model.”
Building Better Lives:
Ontario’s Long-Term Infrastructure Plan 2017

Happy New Year and all the best in
2018 to ReNew Canada’s readers!

